Anti-DC-SIGN/CD209 murine monoclonal antibodies
DC-SIGN (DC Specific, ICAM-3 Grabbing, Nonintegrin) / CD209 and L-SIGN (liver/lymph node-specific
ICAM-3-grabbing nonintegrin CD299/ DC-SIGNR (DC-SIGN-related molecule)/ DC-SIGN2 are closely
related genes that map to chromosome 19p13.3. Both genes encode a member of the C-type lectin
family of type II transmembrane proteins. The two receptors are 77% identical at the amino acid
level, have similar ligands.
DC-SIGN is expressed on dendritic cells and macrophages. L-SIGN is found in the endothelial cells of
liver, lymph nodes, and placenta. Both receptors interact with ICAM-3. DC-SIGN is a high affinity
receptor for HIV gp120.
DC-SIGN binds various microorganisms by recognizing high-mannose-containing glycoproteins and
especially functions as receptor for several viruses such as HIV and Hepatitis C, promoting HIV and
Hepatitis C virus to infect T-cell from dendritic cells. Thus, binding to DC-SIGN is an essential process
for HIV infection.
DC-SIGN is also involved in recognition of tumors by dendritic cells and is a potential engineering
target for dendritic cell based cancer vaccine. (Soilleux, EJ. 2003, Clinical Science 104, 437;
Dakappagari N., et al. 2006, J Immunol,176, 426; Geijtenbeeck T.B., et al. 2000, Cell, 100, 575 ;
Bashirova A. et al., 2001, J.Exp. Med., 193, 671 ; Canard B et al Immunol Lett. 2011, 135(1-2):165-72).

DC-SIGN organization
aa position

CD: cytoplasmic domain ; TM: transmembrane domain
ND: neck domain required for oligomerization
CRD: carbohydrate recognition domain
From Tabarini G et al, JBC, 2009, 284(32):21229-40
Using either Human DC-SIGN-transfected Hela cells or in vitro-derived human DCs as immunogen, we
generated a panel of murine monoclonal antibodies. Due to the close relation between DC-SIGN and
L-SIGN, cross-reactive antibodies were tested using NIH3T3 cells transfected either with DC-SIGN or
with L-SIGN (Canard B et al).
Furthermore, several clones were tested for their cross-reactivity with murine DC-SIGN (Rochereau et
al, Vaccine, 2011).
Finally, we have generated 2 monoclonal antibodies recognizing an antigen which has a tissular
distribution and a size (western blot) identical to DC-SIGN. These antibodies recognize neither DCSIGN nor L-SIGN, and were thus named anti DC-SIGN-like.
Data obtained from representative clones in different applications are presented below.
The characteristics of the generated antibodies are summarized in Table I.
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Flow cytometry
Freshly isolated human monocytes were cultured six days in the presence of GM-CSF and IL4. DCSIGN expression was analyzed by flow cytometry:

CD14+ cells

CD1a+ cells

DDX0202
DC-SIGN
control isotype
secondary antibody alone
DDXmAb+secondary antibody
DDX0201
DC-SIGN like

Mueller CG
(personal communication)

Interestingly, the comparative analysis of DC-SIGN and DC-SIGN like expression revealed that DCSIGN was expressed both by CD14+ and CD1a+ cells whereas the expression of DC-SIGN like was
found only on the CD14+ subset.
Immunohistochemistry, Immunofluorescence
The panel of monoclonal antibodies were tested for in situ staining. Both frozen tissue sections and
paraffin-embedded were used.

IHC staining of human tonsil tissue sections

Paraffin-embedded section
DDX0203

Frozen section
DDX0202
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IF staining of frozen and paraffin-embedded tissue sections

Human Tonsil cryosection
DDX0207

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded human skin
DDX0209

All the antibodies work on frozen sections, and antibodies working on paraffin-embedded tissues are
indicated in red in Table I.

Blocking HIVgp120-DC-SIGN interaction
Monoclonal antibodies raised against DC-SIGN-transfected Hela cells were tested for their capacity to
efficiently block DC-SIGN interaction with HIV gp120. For this purpose, DC-SIGN-transfected HeLa
cells or HeLa control cells were preincubated with or without the anti-DC-SIGN antibody. After
washing, cells were incubated with biotin-conjugated gp120. HIVgp120 binding on DC-SIGN was
measured by flow cytometry (Canard B et al, 2011).
A representative blocking by anti-DC-SIGN is shown below. Data obtained from all the clones are
listed in Table I.

HIVGP120-DC-SIGN interaction blocking assay
(Canard B et al)
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Western-blot analysis
Among the panel of monoclonal antibodies generated following the immunization with in vitroderived DCs, 2 clones stained neither DC-SIGN nor L-SIGN-transfected HeLa cells. However, these
clones recognized an antigen displaying tissue distribution and size identical to DC-SIGN (DC-SIGNlike) as revealed by the western-blot data:

Western-blot analysis of in vitro-derived DC lysate
1 2

1: DDX0200
2: DDX0201

Internalization
Some of the monoclonal antibodies displayed the capacity to induce DC-SIGN internalization upon
antibody binding.

DC-SIGN internalization assay
using in vitro -derived DCs

DDX0205

DC-SIGN internalization
RED: 4°C
GREEN: 37°c

Canard B
Cross-species reactivity

Although the membrane proximal neck domains in the mouse DC-SIGN is shorter than
human DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR/L-SIGN, the CRD of human and mouse DC-SIGN were
67% similar at the amino acid sequence level.
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The panel of antibodies was thus tested in mouse, aiming at identifying clones displaying
cross-reactivity with murine DC-SIGN.

IF staining of murine intestine section with DDX0209
DC-SIGN clone 109H12 acetone

DC-SIGN clone 109H12 / B220 PFA

Rochereau N et al, Vaccine 2011

Table I: Characteristics of representative murine monoclonal antibodies anti-DC-SIGN
Antigen recognition
Reference

Clone

DC-SIGNImmunogen Isotype DC-SIGN L-SIGN
like

DDX0200 118A8.05 in vitro DCs

IgG1

DDX0201 128G8.43 in vitro DCs

IgM

DDX0202 102E11.06 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2b,k
DDX0203 103G2.07 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG1,k
DDX0204 108C7.01 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2b,k
DDX0205 102F10.04 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2b,k
DDX0207 109H12.03 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2a
DDX0208 120C11.01 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2b,k
DDX0209 111H2.02 HeLa DC-SIGN IgG2b
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+: IHC on paraffin-embedded sections
Several other clones are available on request
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